Development of adenoids: a study by measurement with MR images.
Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, which is able to demonstrate the actual size of adenoids by differentiating them from other soft-tissue structures, can be effectively used to study the normal development of adenoids. To assess the normal development of adenoids and to understand their role in the nasopharyngeal airway compromise, the adenoids of 290 children who had MR examination for other reasons were measured by midsagittal T1-weighted spin-echo MR image. The maximal thickness of adenoids (A), anteroposterior depth of the nasopharynx (N) and the adenoid-nasopharynx (A/N) ratios were obtained using this method. The results showed that of the infants under the age of 3 months only 2 out of 11 adenoids (18%) could be identified. By 4 months of age, adenoids could be identified in 6 of 8 infants (75%). After 5 months of age, all adenoids were well demonstrated by MR imaging. The adenoids developed rapidly during infancy and reached a plateau between 2- and 14 years of age with a mean thickness ranging from 10.7 to 12.2 mm. Finally, the adenoids regressed rapidly after 15 years old. The A/N ratios, which could be used to assess the airway compromise, had a plateau between 2- and 7 years of age. After that, with the steady growth of the nasopharynx, the possible role of adenoid in airway compromise will become increasingly less significant in later childhood.